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The Job Center & Shiftgig:
Light Industrial staffing firm focuses on
building relationships and changing lives
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Overview
The Job Center’s story started in the corner of a strip
mall in Sharonville, Ohio, but after many years of hard
work, this light industrial staffing firm has grown to
more than 22 centers across eight states. The drive
behind this growth? Kyle Decker, The Job Center’s
Chief Executive Officer, says, “It’s all about putting
in the work to build and maintain relationships.” The
Job Center values the success of its workforce while
eagerly looking to expand.
The Job Center prides themselves with empowering
their talent. A worker-centric environment is a top
priority to their business because, without a reliable
workforce, there would be no Job Center.

The Challenge
The Job Center was experiencing high turnover
rates among their workforce, but they weren’t able
to pinpoint one particular reason for the churn.
They were spending significant amounts of time
and resources to acquire new workers but found
that many would quickly quit or “ghost” on their

The Job Center was experiencing high
turnover rates among their workforce,
but weren’t able to pinpoint one
particular reason.
assignments. Being an agency that is very workercentric, The Job Center started evaluating technology
solutions that were available. Kyle wanted to find a
solution that could keep his workforce engaged and
on-assignment while giving his recruiters data-driven
insights on their client and worker performance at
their fingertips.

Solution
The Job Center learned about Shiftgig at an industry
conference and Kyle knew right away that we were the

right technology partner for The Job Center. Three key
pieces of the Deploy platform resonated with the team
at The Job Center:
1.

Our native mobile app that puts the power
to browse and claim jobs into the worker’s
hands.
2. Detailed insights about key business
performance metrics for recruiters through
our Operations Manager portal.
3. The ability to capture and respond to
feedback from workers and clients to improve
their experience.
The feedback collected through the platform was
especially important to The Job Center. Feedback
can be one of the hardest things to manage since it
may not always be actionable. The Job Center wasn’t
asking for feedback after shifts, so workers would
quit their assignment or stop showing up without any
explanation.
Once The Job Center implemented Deploy by Shiftgig,
workers were prompted to submit feedback through
the app after every shift they completed, every day.
Kyle originally thought this might be too frequent,
but workers really appreciated this change at The Job
Center. Workers like Jorge and Nariana love that they
are able to provide feedback after each shift. They also
like the people they work with and how easy the app
is to use. The feedback tool helped The Job Center’s
clients retain workers as well.

Results
The Job Center has seen positive results from
implementing Deploy across their business. Their
clients, workers, and recruiters are seeing the benefits
of our digital deployment platform.
Clients
In one instance, one of The Job Center’s clients
was experiencing higher than usual “ghosting” rates
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and could not figure out why. This was especially
problematic for this particular client because they
spent a lot of time and energy to train and onboard
workers being deployed by The Job Center. With
Deploy, workers were able to submit feedback
about the dull box cutters that were being supplied
in the warehouse. This feedback was shared with
the client and new box cutters were ordered
immediately. This simple fix gave the workers
the tools they needed to be successful at their
assignment. It was a win for everyone: the workers
got the tools they needed, the client is getting
high-performing talent, and The Job Center was
able to build their credibility on both sides of the
staffing equation, showing that they take feedback
seriously and are willing to act on it.

Workers
Deploy is helping The Job Center deliver on its
worker-centric mantra by putting the power into
the workers’ hands. Our self-service mobile app
allows their worker pool to browse and claim jobs
that fit their skillset and schedules. In fact, 80% of
assignments are self-claimed by workers through
the app.
The Job Center has seen increased fill rates,
especially on weekends, because workers can
see all shifts they are qualified for and pick up the
ones that fit their schedule. The power of the selfservice marketplace was cemented for The Job
Center when a client placed a last-minute order
in the middle of the night on a Friday, a worker
was able to claim that shift and showed up for
work first thing on Saturday morning. No recruiter
intervention was needed to fill that last minute
order!
In fact, The Job Center’s workers are All Starred at
two clients, on average, meaning they are showing
up engaged and excited to jobs that they’ve selfselected and clients want those people to come
back.

Coaching is key. With
Deploy, our recruiters can
better serve and engage our
workers.”
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Recruiters
Kyle says his team has noticed a difference in
worker engagement and retention after only a few
months of implementation. “Coaching is key. With
Deploy, our recruiters can better serve and engage
our workers.”
With many of their day-to-day tasks automated,
recruiters can spend their time focused on the
bigger picture: personal, one-to-one connections
that truly impact The Job Center’s mission to
change lives. Mickey Willard, an Onsite Supervisor
for The Job Center shared, “Shiftgig has literally

Conclusion
Deploy offers staffing firms many features that can
be specifically tailored to your values and business
processes just like we accomplished with The Job
Center. It’s important to understand what your
staffing firm’s needs are based on its size, growth
trajectory, and champions of technology. An
investment in digital staffing technology will pay
for itself. It’s working for The Job Center, and it can
work for you too.

saved me hours of work that would be spent
trying to fill shift orders. I can actually talk to my
workers about how their jobs are impacting their
lives. That’s what makes it all worth it, and Shiftgig
handles the not-so-fun parts of recruiting.”
Deploy offers staffing firms many features that can
be specifically tailored to your values and business
processes just like we accomplished with The Job
Center. Want to learn more?
Recruiters
Kyle says his team has noticed a difference in
worker engagement and retention after only a few
months of implementation. “Coaching is key. With
Schedule a Demo
Deploy, our recruiters can better serve and engage

Is your staffing firm ready to improve its processes with
Deploy by Shiftgig?
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